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Cree’s SmartCast® REST (representational state transfer) API (application programming interface) lets you interact  

with the SmartCast Intelligence Platform™ in a variety of useful ways. You can query devices for  

instantaneous or historical data (such as occupancy and energy usage), and you can also control  

spaces, switch-groups, and devices. In this introduction, we’ll give you an overview of how the API  

works. For more technical details about every API definition, please refer to the SmartCast® API  

Endpoint List document which can be accessed via your SmartCast Link™ device through a web browser 

at https://<LINK IP or NAME>/api-docs/SmartCast_API_Endpoint_List.pdf

AUTHENTICATION
To use the SmartCast® API, you must supply two values for authentication: APPID and APIKEY (APPID must 

be all caps). These values must exist within the HTTP header of every API request. You’ll be assigned your 

APPID and APIKEY via the host administrator/system operator. Only they can create and distribute these  

values. Each request is verified by the API and invalid requests will receive a “401 – Unauthorized”  

error message. 

Here’s a quick look at header authentication using Python®:

request_headers = {
…
“APPID”: “MYAPPID”,
“APIKEY”: “5c920304-b3a2-4bf3-82f1-4663abf2e2c3”,
…

}

RESOURCES
The API provides access to resources via URI paths. To use a REST API, your application will make  

an HTTPS request using one of the endpoint signatures and then parse the response. The API uses  

JSON format and every endpoint supports one or more of the four standard HTTP verbs: GET, PUT,  

POST, and DELETE. 
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HTTP REST API VERBS

GET GET is used to retrieve information about an object(s)

PUT PUT is used to update information about an object(s)

POST POST is used to create a new object(s)

DELETE DELETE is used to delete an object(s)

(This API complies with the HTTP 1.1 RFC Specification.)

SMARTCAST® SYSTEM HIERARCHY
To get more comfortable with the SmartCast® API, it may be helpful to understand the conceptual  

hierarchy of the system so you can see how everything works together and what affects what else.  

Each element is explained below.
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Host

A host is a single SmartCast Link™ appliance or virtual machine (VM) that has a collection of virtual  

local area networks (VLANs) or personal area networks (PANs) to which it’s connected. As a result, the 

SmartCast Link™ hardware maintains a list of spaces and devices (the SmartCast Link™ hardware is also the  

host of the SmartCast® API).

VLAN

SmartCast® PoE (Power over Ethernet) devices are contained within a VLAN and there can be more than one 

PoE VLAN per network interface of the appliance. There will always be at least one VLAN.

PAN

SmartCast® wireless devices utilize an 802.15.4 mesh network. Each network has a unique PAN.  

The SmartCast Link™ device uses a SmartCast® Wireless Gateway to connect to wireless PANs.  

One SmartCast® Wireless Gateway is required for each PAN.

Space

A space is a collection of devices or other spaces (nested spaces) and can have up to ten nested spaces by 

default. For example, “The Campus” space can contain the spaces “Building 1” through “Building 5”, 

with each of these containing the spaces “Floor 1”, “Floor 2”, and so on.

Spaces created using the Space Manager application on the SmartCast Link™ device or via the API are 

virtual spaces and have nesting capabilities. By having nested spaces, you can refer to “The Campus” 

and address every SmartCast® device installed in each building within the campus. 

Physical spaces—those created automatically by the lighting system itself—don’t support nested spaces, 

but they can be placed inside virtual spaces. 
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Lighting Network

A lighting network is a grouping of SmartCast® devices. Lighting networks contain spaces and those 

spaces contain fixtures, dimmers, or other devices. For SmartCast® PoE, there will always be at least 

one lighting network, and there can be multiple lighting networks per VLAN. For the SmartCast Wireless 

Connected Platform™, there is only ever one lighting network per PAN. 

Switch Group

A switch group controls a collection of devices. A space will have one or more switch groups within it. 

Actuator commands sent to a specific switch group will apply only to the devices controlled by the switch 

itself, not the entire space. Actuator commands sent to the space apply to all devices within that space, 

even if that crosses switch-group boundaries. You can query data or send actuator control commands 

at the space level and the switch group level in the hierarchy, which makes it easier to manage different 

collections of devices.

Device

A device is a light or wall dimmer. Each device’s sensor data can be collected individually or in groups by 

referencing a specific space or switch group. Devices are discovered by the SmartCast Link™ hardware 

initially upon startup and continue to be dynamically discovered or deleted as the lighting network is 

updated/reconfigured.

API STRUCTURE
In this section, we’ll explain the overall intent of the design of the SmartCast® API, as well as any design 

pattern rules we make available through the following signatures.

Envelopes

Every response is contained by an envelope. In other words, it has a predictable set of keys with which 

you can expect to interact.
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Successful Requests

Requests that succeed without error(s) will return the following envelope:

{
    // Data block name depends on the API endpoint
    “data”: {
        ...
    }
    // See pagination description in next section
    “pagination”: {
        “current_page_number”: 1, # the page number of current page
        “total_count”: 10000,     # the total number of items for all pages 
        “current_page_count”: 200 # the number of elements on current page
    }
}

Pagination

To help manage the load on the API host, and to ensure we comply with industry norms, we’ve  

implemented a pagination scheme for large requests:

PAGINATION RETURN FIELDS

current_page_number Designates the current page number

total_count The total count of all data elements returned in all pages

current_page_count The number of data elements on current page

Required Arguments

Pagination arguments are required for several GET requests:

 • GET/devices

 • GET/spaces

 • GET/spaces/historical

 • POST/spaces/occupancy

 • POST/spaces/energy

 • GET/spaces/types

 • GET/lighting-networks

 • GET/switch-groups
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“Page Size” is how many items are going to be returned per page. “Page Number” starts at one and  

allows the gateway to respond with smaller data sets to make them more manageable. The page  

number can be specified in each request to gather larger sets of data. The maximum number of items 

per page is set at 1,000. 

The call below is asking for return of page one of total return set, giving a maximum of 200 items  

per page:

https://localhost/smartcast-api/v1/devices?page_size=200&page_number=1

Expected Response

Pagination in the response provides details based on your pagination arguments.

 • “Current Page Number” shows the page that was in your initial request. 

 • “Total Count” is the number of items that are in all pages. 

 • “Current Page Count” shows the page count of your initial request. Check out the example below:

{
  ...
  “pagination”: {
      “current_page_number”: 1,
      “total_count”: 10000,
      “current_page_count”: 200
  }
}

NEED MORE?
Please get in touch with Cree support if you have questions or need any help. That’s what we’re here for!

SmartCastSupport@cree.com
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